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• THE Conjunto Chappottín y sus Estrellas, a Cuban son
group founded 67 years ago, affiliated with the Ignacio
Piñeiro Music and Entertainment Trading Company, re-
cently performed in two important jazz events in Colombia,
a country in which they are well known, following their
participation in the Cali Fair, in December 2009. 

The first of the events in which they took part was the 
21st edition of the MedeJazz International Jazz Festival,
which concluded September 16 in the city of Medellín.
Cuba’s Chucho Valdés and his quartet, and the Orquesta
Aragón and Septeto Santiaguero groups, also performed at
the festival.

The second event was the 21st edition of the
Barranquijazz Festival 2017, held in the northern city of

Barranquilla September 13-17. The event is globally re-
nowned and one of the most important of its kind in Latin
America. Conjunto Chappottín y sus Estrellas performed on
Sunday 17, in the Salón Jumbo.

In both festivals, the band members paid tribute 
to Miguelito Cuní, the artistic name of the great sonero
Miguel Arcángel Cunill, in the year of the centenary of his
birth, and performed emblematic pieces such as “La
Guarapachanga,” by Juan Rivera Prevot, sung by Miguelito
Cuní’s son, Miguel Arcángel Cunill Hernández; “El
Carbonero,” by Iván Fernández; and “Sazonando,” by Luis
Martínez Griñán.

Other Cuban artists participating in the 21st edition of
Barranquijazz included, among others, Omara Portuondo,
known as the “Diva of the Buena Vista Social Club
Orchestra,” who offered a unique concert on Friday 15, in
which she shared the stage with singer Martirio, one of 
the iconic artists of Spanish copla and traditional music;
and flutist Orlando “Maraca” Valle, who performed on
Saturday 16, as a special guest of Roberto Roena and 
his Orchestra, from Puerto Rico.

The event also included, among other outstanding
musicians and instrumentalists, the Colombian-German
group Camacho Trío, Italian band Rosario Giuliani Quartet,
the Brazilians Toninho Horta and Raúl de Souza, as well 
as the Terell Stafford Quartet, led by Terrell Stafford of the
United States.

Conjunto Chappottín y sus Estrellas, currently directed by
Jesús Chappotín Coto, known as “El Niño,” the grandson of
renowned trumpeter Felix Chappottín Lage, remains faithful
to the lifework of its founder. The group currently plays in
Havana every Tuesday from 5:00 pm, in the Salón Jelengue
of Egrem’s Patio Areíto, located on San Miguel Street, 
no. 410, between Lealtad and Campanario Streets. •

Chappottín y sus Estrellas in Colombia
The band members paid tribute to Miguelito Cuní, the artistic name of the great sonero Miguel Arcángel Cunill, 

on the centenary of his birth 

COURTESY OF THE BAND

• HAVANA.- Contemporary Dance of Cuba
(DCC) confirmed on September 18, that it will
be opening the Dance Inversion International
Festival in Moscow, on September 25, invited
by the prestigious Bolshoi and Stanislavski
theatres.

The DCC will offer performances on
September 25 and 26 in Moscow’s Stanis-
lavski Theatre.

Under the direction of Miguel Iglesias, the
company will offer a program featuring three 
of the most popular pieces from its recent
repertory; El cristal, by Cuba’s Julio Cesar
Iglesias; Tangos Cubanos, by Billie Cowie
from Britain; and Matria Etnocentra, by

George Céspedes also from Cuba.
Alongside the DCC, the Dance Inversion

Festival will also feature other companies
such as Teac Damsa from Ireland; Spain’s
Rocío Molina; the Dresden Frankfurt Dance
Company from Germany; Jessica Lang
Dance of the U.S.; and the Montecarlo,
Monaco; and Marseille companies, as well as
others from France and Zurich, Switzerland.

This has already been a successful year for
the DCC, invited by the UK based Dance
Consortium to perform at various theatres
across the country, where the company was
met with both public and critical acclaim. 
(PL) •
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Omara Portuondo, known as the “Diva of the Buena Vista Social
Club Orchestra,” also performed in the 21st edition of Colombia’s
Barranquijazz Festival.

Contemporary Dance 
of Cuba to open 
festival in Russia
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Contemporary Dance of Cuba.

• CONTEMPORARY Dance of Cuba is 
a company with headquarters situated at
the National Theatre of Cuba. Founded
on September 25, 1959, the DCC has
undertaken over 90 tours across coun-
tries in the Americas, Europe, Asia and
Africa, and has participated in the most
important global dance festivals and
events, from the Théâtre des Nations
Festival in Paris, in 1961, to the 2007
dance season at the Sadler’s Wells
Theatre in London. Its work has also
been captured on film with titles such as
Historia de un ballet, Okantomí,
Súlkari, Panorama, De la memoria
fragmentada and Tocororo. (Ecured) •

A bridge between peoples
Who are we?

What do we do?

Amistur Cuba S.A. offers a broad range of products
and services:
• Solidarity Brigades, volunteer work, and
opportunities to interact with Solidarity with Cuba
movements 
• Specialized tours of unique sites which combine
Cuban history, culture, and identity, to provide an
abundance of new experiences

Amistur Cuba S.A. promotes the uniqueness, beauty and humanism of Cuba, giving visitors a
positively different view of the country's life and future, acting as a bridge between peoples.

Amistur Cuba S.A. travel agency of the Cuban
Friendship with Peoples Institute (ICAP), organizes
specialized tourism, promoting and vending
products and services which guarantee visitors’
enjoyment and provide the opportunity to learn
about Cuba’s reality through direct contact with the
country’s people.

We can organize and promote: 

• Events & Conferences 
• Specialized complementary excursions
• Cruises and sailboat outings
• Individual tourism
• Professional guide and interpretation services 

Services:

• Tourist cards
• Accomodations and activities  
• Air and maritime transfers and ticket 

reservations 
• Transfers and reservations for terrestrial 

transport 

• Our services will guarantee a
pleasant, educational, personalized
visit and ensure that you feel
among friends. 

Contact us:

Address: calle 19 No. 306 e/ H e I, 
Vedado, Plaza de la Revolución, 
La Habana, Cuba
Telephone: 
(53 7) 834 4544 / 833 2374 
830 1220  
Fax: (53 7) 838 3753
Email: amistur@amistur.cu 
Web: www.amistur.cu
FB: Amisturcuba 
TW: @Amisturcuba


